Cat Breeds - Word Search

Do you recognize all of the cat breeds in this word search? The words in this word search are hidden across, down, and diagonally, with no backwards.

BAMBINO
BENGAL
BIRMAN
BOMBAY
BURMESE
CHARTREUX
CORNISHREX
DEMONREX
HIMALAYAN
HAVANABROWN
MAINECOON
MAINX
PERSIAN
RAGDOLL
SAVANNAH
SIBERIAN
SIAMESE
SNOWSHOE
SOMALI
SPHYNX
Cat Breeds - Word Search

Do you recognize all of the cat breeds in this word search? The words in this word search are hidden across, down, and diagonally, with no backwards.

MAINECOON
CORNISHEREX
SCHARTREUXAK
OBOMBAYGO
MIDRS
HAVANABROWNNOAN
LAMLTO
MIALWS
SUBERSIANNPS
ISAVANNAHH
NPERSIANOY
OBURMESEEN
HIMALAYANX
DEVONREXSIAMESE
BENGALMANX

BAMBINO CHARTREUX KORAT SAVANNAH SPHYNX
BENGAL CORNISHREX MAINECOON SIAMESE
BIRMAN DEVONREX MANX SIBERIAN
BOMBAY HAVANABROWN PERSIAN SNOWSHOE
BURMESE HIMALAYAN RAGDOLL SOMALI
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